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Cindy Bladey -<

Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB) -
Office of Administration -
Mail Stop: 3WFN-06A-44MP NOT-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 0 C4)

References: (1) Federal Register Notice, NRC-2013-0195, published in Federal Register,
Volume 78, No. 217, dated November 8, 2013.

(2) B&W NOG-L (England) to NRC (Secretary), B&W NOG, Inc.'s Comments on
"Amendments to Material Control and Accounting Regulations", Docket ID
NRC-2009-0096.

Subject: B&W NOG-L's Comments on "Proposed Guidance for Fuel Cycle Facility;
Material Control and Accounting Plans and Completing NRC Form 327", Docket
ID NRC-2013-0195

Dear Ms. Bladey:

Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations Group, Inc. - Lynchburg ("B&W NOG-L"), appreciates the
opportunity to provide comments in regard to the proposed changes to "Proposed Guidance for
Fuel Cycle Facility; Material Control and Accounting Plans and Completing NRC Form 327",
published in the Federal Register on November 8, 2013 (78 FR 67224) by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC").

B&W NOG-L's comments to the draft NUREG-1280, Revision 2, "Acceptable Standard Format
and Content for the Material Control and Accounting Plan Required for Strategic Special
Nuclear Material" are contained in the Enclosure.

As always, B&W NOG-L appreciates the opportunity the NRC provides for licensees to
comment on draft NUREG language and we hope you will consider the recommendations
presented in the Enclosure. Should additional information be needed for this matter, please
contact me at (434) 522-6405.

Sincerely,

Charles A. England
Manager, Licensing & Safety Analysis
Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations Group, Inc. - Lynchburg SUNSI Review Complete
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cc: M. Suwala
B. Cole
W. Ogden
NRC, Region II
NRC, Resident Inspector
NRC, Merritt Baker
NRC, Thomas Pham
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B&W NOG-L's comments to the draft NUREG-1280, Revision 2, "Acceptable Standard Format
and Content for the Material Control and Accounting Plan Required for Strategic Special
Nuclear Material" are as follows:

In General

* This revision of the NUREG has elevated all special nuclear material (SNM) to the same
level of significance as strategic special nuclear material (SSNM). This change diverges
from the determinations made by the NRC which date back to the proposed rule for
MC&A that was published in the Federal Register in 1982 (47 FR 55951). The NRC had
determined that given the low safeguards importance of LEU, in tandem with 10 CFR 73
physical protection requirements, and the high probability of detecting loss, theft, or
diversion of a significant amount of LEU, there should be significant differences in the
MC&A requirements for LEU compared to the requirements for SSNM. Therefore, B&W
NOG-L requests that this NUREG maintain its current focus to provide guidance for
SSNM and not elevate all SNM to the same level of significance as SSNM.

* Many formulas in the guidance are incomplete. B&W NOG-L requests that the NRC
make necessary corrections and allow another opportunity for review and comment
before the guidance is finalized. Examples of incomplete formulas include:

o Page 12 - material control tests

o Page 29 - sampling for item monitoring tests

o Page 38 - expected number of alarms

o Page 81 - standard error of inventory difference (SEID)

o Page 88- selecting items for re-measurement

o Page 94 - criteria for inventory (ID) difference evaluations

o Page 131 - combined standard error

o Page 135 - standard deviation

Section 2, General Performance Obiectives, Related Requirements, Commitments, and
Acceptance Criteria

* Page 4, General Performance Objective #2 - In a letter (Reference 2) dated March 6,
2014, B&W NOG-L expressed concern that the absolute term "any anomaly" does not
allow for a lower threshold of significance (for example, test limits established per 10
CFR 74.53 unit process detection capability). B&W NOG-L requested clarification of the
intent of this proposed performance objective and for consideration of the following
alternative language for 10 CFR 74.3(b): "Detect, investigate, and resolve an apparent
loss, theft, diversion, or misuse of an item or of material contained in an item that
exceeds uncertainties associated with the item quantities of isotope." If the NRC agrees
to the alternative language, then this part of the guidance needs to be revised
accordingly.

* Page 4, General Performance Objective #3 - In a letter (Reference 2) dated March 6,
2014, B&W NOG-L expressed concern this proposed performance objective does not
allow for a lower threshold of significance which is contradictory to the five formula
kilograms of SSNM limit provided in the present 74.51 (a)(3) regulation (the same limit is
shown in the proposed 74.51 (a)(1)(iii)). Since 74.51 (a)(1)(iii) will address this
requirement for Category I fuel cycle facilities, B&W NOG-L requested that the proposed
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10 CFR 74.3(c) performance objective be removed from 74.3 or at least moved to the
General Performance Objectives under Subparts C and D. If the NRC accepts this
request, then this part of the guidance needs to be removed, too. Also, see additional
comments to Section 16 below.

Section 4.7, Sample Items

* Page 29, 3 rd bullet - The statistical equations, though shown incomplete, appear to be
based on the binomial approximation to the hypergeometric distribution. The guidance
should also allow for use of the equation n = 0.5(1 - flil/d)(2N - d - 1). This equation
is more exact and will result in a smaller sample size when the population size is small.

" Page 30, first sentence at the top - this sentence states "If the number of items, N, in
each strata remains reasonably constant .... it is not necessary to recalculate the fraction
of the population, n/N, to be checked each time." It is not clear why it would be
necessary to calculate n/N or what actions would be required based on that fraction.

* Page 31, final bullet for 4.7 - this paragraph states that "if one or more defective or
missing items are encountered, an additional group of randomly selected items from the
same stratum should be tested. In this additional test, the sample size should be twice
as large (i.e., equal to 2n)..." It is not clear why it would be necessary to double the
sample size.

Section 8.2, Calibrations

* Page 68, last paragraph for 8.2 - the guidance states that recalibration would be
necessary when certain conditions exist. Two of the conditions that are listed do not
necessarily warrant recalibration; these two conditions are:

o A trend, shift, or out-of-control condition at the 0.001 level is detected.

o A bias estimate is statistically significant at the 95-percent confidence level.

These two conditions should be removed completely or included in a new paragraph that
begins with "Recalibrations may be deemed necessary when the following conditions
exist:"

Section 8.3, Control Standards

* Pages 68-69 - the first paragraph of this section states "For those key measurement
systems that are used less than 8 weeks during a given material balance period, more
than two control standard measurements per week of system use may be necessary to
provide a measurement system performance that is controlled such that the SEID will
not exceed 0.1 percent of the active inventory." The next two paragraphs in the guide go
on to further describe the minimum sample size requirements for key and non-key
measurement systems. A less complicated alternative is to pool data from prior periods,
provided that they pass combinability testing criteria, until there are at least 15 data
points. If they are not combinable, then simply go with what data that is available. This
practice can be used irrespective of whether dealing with a key or non-key measurement
system.

* Page 69 - the third complete paragraph states that the control standards should be
representative of process material meaning that "any constituent of the process material
or any factor associated with a process item that produces a bias effect of the
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measurement should be present to the same degree as in the control standards." This
suggestion is simply not practical and should be removed.

Section 8.4, Replicate Sampling

* Page 70, first paragraph for 8.4 - add the following to list of items from which the
random measurement variance component can be derived: (3) calibration data and (4)
data obtained via engineering evaluations.

" Page 70, Items (2), (3), (5), and (6) - these criteria for determining the number of
replicate samples are not needed because sampling 100 percent of the accountability
batches until a minimum of 15 batches is reached is sufficient.

* Page 71, second paragraph - based on the first comment to this section, revise the third
sentence from "The scatter in the repeat measurements is used to estimate the random
error variance..." to "The scatter in repeat measurements can be used to estimate the
random error variance...".

Section 8.5.1, Measurement Control Data Analysis

This section states "The licensee should review all control charts at least once every 2
weeks..." and that the review "should assess the frequency of control data exceeding
either the warning or out-of-control limits and also provide an evaluation of any
significant trends." For an established system, a review every 2 weeks would not be
necessary unless the system has historically shown to be unstable. For an established
and stable system, a review every 6 months is sufficient.

Section 8.6, Commitments and Acceptance Criteria

* Page 74, first bullet, fourth sub-bullet - the guidance states "The calculation of the SEID
is performed in accordance with a recognized error propagation method." There are
instances where other defensible methods are necessary which are not necessarily
documented in the Bowen & Bennett or Jaech textbooks. The following statements
based on the second bullet from the bottom on page 77 would be more acceptable: "The
methods used to estimate the SEID will be based on commonly accepted principles" or
"The methods used to estimate the SEID will be based on sound engineering and
statistical principles."

* Page 75, first bullet - the guidance states "Current data are generated on the
performance of each measurement system utilized for establishing measured values
during an inventory period, including estimates of bias, variance components for
calibration, sampling, and repeat measurements (of the same sample)." Change
"including estimates of .. ." to "such as estimates of" because not all the items in this list
are applicable for each measurement system.

* Page 75, second bullet - the guidance states "A need for recalibration is identified by
submitting blend standards as regular assay samples." The meaning of this statement is
unclear.

* Page 75, fourth bullet - the guidance states "Program data are collected on the
performance of each measurement system utilized during the current material balance
period, including estimates of bias, variance components for calibration, sampling, and
repeat measurements (of the same sample)." Change "including estimates of .. ." to
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"such as estimates of" because not all the items in this list are applicable for each
measurement system.

* Page 76, third bullet - 10 CFR 74.59(e)(6) & (7) address requirements for bias
corrections and reduction of measurement biases, but do not require elimination of
significant biases from ID values and shipper-receiver differences. The statement in the
guidance should be revised to be commensurate with the regulatory requirements
because elimination of biases may not be feasible and is not practical.

* Page 76, last bullet - The statement should be revised to allow for calibration data
generated in previous inventory periods to be used as another resource to establish bias
correction values, uncertainties on calibration factors, and random error variances. For
example, a licensee may have a system, such as volume measurements for columns,
whose random error variances are derived from an engineering study that is repeated
every three years. Therefore, the data will not necessarily be generated during the
inventory period in which it is used.

* Page 77, seventh bullet - the meaning of the statement "the magnitude of the
uncertainties associated with process variabilities" is not clear.

Section 9.1, Determination of Measurement Uncertainties

* Page 79, first paragraph of 9.1 - this paragraph in the guidance limits its
recommendations to statistical methods described in Bowen and Bennett (1988). The
recommendation should also include Jaech (1973) which is referenced in other sections
of the guidance.

* Page 79, second paragraph of 9.1, first, third and fourth bullets - the guidance suggests
a level of detail for the MC&A plan that is typically reserved for a licensee's procedures.
The MC&A plan for these areas should only include a general discussion, otherwise, a
licensee would have to submit a formal MC&A plan revision for minor procedural
changes.

Section 9.2, Determination of the Standard Error of Inventory Difference

Page 81, last bullet - the guidance states "The calculation of the SEID is performed in
accordance with a recognized error propagation method." There are instances where
other defensible methods are necessary which are not necessarily documented in the
Bowen & Bennett or Jaech textbooks. The following statements based on the second
bullet from the bottom on page 77 would be more acceptable: "The methods used to
estimate the SEID will be based on commonly accepted principles" or "The methods
used to estimate the SEID will be based on sound engineering and statistical principles."

Section 9.3, Bias Corrections

General Comment - this section states that biases must be tested for significance at the
95% confidence level. The results of this test are then used to determine the
appropriate method to correct for biases. 10 CFR 74.59(e)(6)(i) states that "Bias
corrections are applied to individual items if for any measurement system the relative
bias estimate exceeds twice the standard deviation of its estimator..." These two
methods for the evaluation of biases are not equivalent. In the case of the draft
NUREG-1280 guide, determining whether or not the bias is statistically significant at the
95% confidence level requires making distributional assumptions that should be verified.
For example, if it is determined that the measurement errors are normally distributed
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then a student t-test might be used to determine the significance of the bias. Executing
this test would involve computing a test statistic and obtaining a critical value based on
the appropriate degrees-of-freedom. If measurement errors are determined not to be
normally distributed, then a non-parametric test might alternatively be selected to
evaluate significance while maintaining a 95% level of confidence. As opposed to
performing a formal statistical test, as would be required by the NUREG-1280 draft, the
regulation provides only a simple decision rule to determine how to apply bias
corrections. To comply with the regulation, a licensee must only estimate the relative
bias and two times its standard error. No distributional requirements must be verified to
complete this evaluation. As such, there is no statement of confidence associated with
this evaluation. It should be noted that it is quite possible to observe a scenario where a
bias is not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level but the relative bias
estimate still exceeds twice the standard deviation of its estimator. This scenario could
be very likely if the bias estimate is based on a small sample size or if non-parametric
methods were selected to test for the significance of bias. In this situation, a licensee
could be in verbatim compliance with section 9.3 of NUREG-1280 yet clearly be in
violation of the regulatory requirement from 10 CFR 74.59(e)(6)(i).

10.7, Commitments and Acceptance Criteria

Page 93, first paragraph and its associated two bullets - this section is supposed to
provide guidance for evaluating historical inventory IDs but the leading paragraph
concludes with "requires [emphasis added] consideration of the following relevant
points". While the two points (bullets) provided offer suggested guidance, 10 CFR
74.59(f)(1)(ii) does not necessarily require consideration of the suggested points. Other
sound statistical approaches should also be acceptable.

Section 16, Resolving Indications of Loss, Theft. Diversion, or Misuse of Special Nuclear
Material and Strategic Special Nuclear Material

" In general, this section should be removed or revised significantly depending upon the
NRC's resolution to comments regarding proposed 10 CFR 74.3(b) and 10 CFR 74.3(c).
Section 5 provides the necessary guidance for a Category I fuel cycle facility handling
SSNM.

* Page 117, Section 16.1 - The guidance states that the "MC&A plan should enumerate
all potential indicators that can be postulated and develop resolution procedures for
each." The absolute term "all potential indicators" establishes an unrealistic expectation
for the MC&A plan. B&W NOG-L recommends changing this absolute term to "a#
potential indicators" or "all-peteRtial significant indicators".
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